
C l a r e M o n a g l e
Mary Daly’s Gyn/Ecology: Mysticism, Difference,

and Feminist History

he name Mary Daly (1928–2010) arouses strong feelings in feminist
scholars.When I havementioned her name to colleagues, many have re-
T plied with eye rolling and commented that she was crazy, essentialist,

and a mindless lover of the Western tradition, even when she sought to cri-
tique it. Others have smiled ruefully and remembered the enthusiasm with
which they read Beyond God the Father or Gyn/Ecology at the time of their
publication and how transformative these books were for their younger
selves. As Helena Reckitt (2015, 28) puts it, “Gyn/Ecology’s creative and ir-
reverent style captivated me. Here was a new language for a new kind of
woman, one that I might not live up to myself but which offered me an in-
spirational ego ideal.” Feminist philosopher Alison Bailey recognizes these
two positions in her review of Sarah Hoagland and Marilyn Frye’s Feminist
Interpretations of Mary Daly (2000). On the book’s Amazon page, Bailey
(2001) writes, “Whether Daly’s work changed/saved your life—or, like me,
you never read her closely because the word on the academic streets was that
she had nothing serious to offer—this volume will forever change the way
you think about one of the most prolific feminist writers of our time.” This
comment acknowledges Daly’s mixed reputation in feminist history, as ei-
ther visionary prophet or marginal intellectual. More broadly, that such a fa-
mous feminist scholar would require a volume devoted to feminist readings
of her oeuvre indicates her ambivalent status within feminist theory and in-
tellectual history. The only other customer review of Feminist Interpreta-
tions of Mary Daly on Amazon is by an anonymous reader who conveys in
no uncertain terms the contempt many others still feel toward Daly’s writ-
ings. He or she writes, “People are always condemning the Dalyites for their
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‘separatism,’ but my feeling is that they couldn’t be separate enough. Well,
maybe on Neptune. The far side.”1

The object of this article is to contextualizeDaly’s mixed reception within
feminist scholarship in order to read her status within the larger project(s) of
feminist thought in recent history. In particular, I will read critical responses
to Daly’s 1978Gyn/Ecology, of whichMeaghanMorris writes that “it is pro-
bably the most important and influential single work to come out of the
American women’s movement since Kate Millett’s Sexual Politics” (1988a,
28). Daly was a polarizing figure who inspired enmity, devotion, and tren-
chant criticism. My argument here is that tracking these responses offers
an important source for reading the intellectual history of feminist thought.
Daly’s work is mystical and polemical, proudly separatist and prophetic. As
such, she has enjoyed the devotion of those who embraced her Wiccan-
inspired manifestos. However, over the course of the 1980s and 1990s,
Daly’s work received two core critiques. The first came in 1979 in the form
of excoriating public criticism from Audre Lorde (1983), who charged Daly
with racism. While Lorde shared Daly’s desire to recuperate a goddess tradi-
tion for the purposes of feminist devotions, shewas perturbed thatDaly drew
only from the Western tradition in her construction of a new pantheon, ne-
glecting long histories of goddess worship in Africa. As the eighties wore on,
Daly also became synonymous with the perceived reductive excesses of what
Alice Echols (1983) and Linda Alcoff (1988) call “cultural feminism,” so
named because it calls for a countercultural feminine and feminist project de-
voted to an ideology of reverence for the female nature. This politics, as
Alcoff (1988, 408) describes it, argues that “Feminist theory, the explana-
tion of sexism, and the justification of feminist demands can all be grounded
securely and unambiguously on the concept of the essential female.”As a re-
sult of these critiques, Daly has been designated as standing for both racism
and essentialism (see, e.g., Spelman 1988). Indeed, according to Elizabeth
Hedrick (2013, 459), “by the late 1980s, Daly’s work had becomeExhibit A
in the case against essentialism as a socially universalizing impulse, the chief
embodiment of the racism implicit in important forms of US second wave
feminism.”

As exhibit A for these perceived sins, Daly’s work has been a site of con-
tinual correction in feminist scholarship. This article offers an intellectual his-
tory of Daly’s correction, attempting to isolate the structuring divisions at
play in each of thosemoments. ClareHemmings (2011, 21–22) has recently
1 This quote is no longer available online. I originally found it at https://www.amazon
.com/Feminist-Interpretations-Mary-Re-Reading-Canon/dp/0271020199, accessed on Sep-
tember 12, 2015.
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encouraged feminist scholars “to shift priority away from who said what,
away from thinking about feminist theory in terms of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ au-
thors, and away from the lures of prior agreement.” Hemmings (2011, 23)
argues that the way feminist theory has evaluated itself and has produced its
“dominant citational practice” should itself be a subject of analysis. Such val-
uations are important because they reveal affective regimes, as well as fanta-
sized futures, the unfurling of which encourages a deeper history of feminist
theories’ pasts. This article answers Hemmings’s call by providing a history
of the work donewithDaly in order to unpack themaking of a bad other and
to find the reasons for the necessity of labeling her as such. Kathryn Telling
(2012) and Elizabeth Hedrick (2013) have both recently published impor-
tant articles in this vein, focusing particularly on Daly’s relationships “within
and without women’s studies,” as Telling has titled it. Both scholars map
Daly’s self-styled iconoclasm to the history of her reception, providing situ-
ated explanations for her ambivalent status within the field of feminist theory.

Building on the excavations of these scholars, I want to perform an anal-
ysis of the intellectual history of the reception of Daly’s work, to understand
her as a figure in feminist thought who was made to function in certain ways.
None of this is to deny the agentic Mary Daly of Telling and Hedrick’s ac-
counts and the ways in which Daly produced her reception through her very
targeted polemics. Rather, I want to uncover the work to which she was put
and how that functioned rhetorically in the “grammar of Western feminist
storytelling,” as Hemmings (2011, 23) names it. In particular, I am inter-
ested in what the repudiation tells us about the status of the mystical in fem-
inist theory.Daly, even in her radical modes, always defined her project as one
of spiritual transformation, insisting on faith as an authorizing mode. In this,
she was at odds with the secular liberal tradition within which manyWestern
feminist voices were produced. As Rosi Braidotti (2008, 3) has observed, “As
the secular and rebellious daughters of the Enlightenment, feminists were
raised on rational argumentation and detached self-irony.” Beginning with
her publication of Gyn/Ecology, Daly refuses this ironized, secularized voice
of scholarship and insists on writing in an explicitly affectivemystical register.
She declares herself less a child of the Enlightenment than a descendant of
the great femalemystics of the Christian tradition, such as Catherine of Siena
orMargery Kempe. By choosing to write in this mystical vein, Daly collapses
linearity and temporality, instead prioritizing language’s sensual workings to
engage her readers in transformative reverie. Indeed, she writes inGyn/Ecol-
ogy (1978, 1): “Radical Feminist consciousness spirals in all directions, dis-
covering the past, creating/disclosing the present/future.”This is but a small,
and mild, taste of the text but one that conveys its refusal of linear argument
and its manifesto-like plea for suspension of normal communicative frames.
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Within the Christian tradition, generally, the object of mysticism is sus-
pension and collapse. The mystic aims to experience time inside and out, the
body inside and out, the mind inside and out. A mystical experience is often
described as a feeling of blissful union, within which dialectical oppositions
are dissolved, multitudes can be contained, and multiple temporalities can
fuse. The language ofmysticism is invariably compromised, as the experience
is by definition ineffable. What unites mystical accounts, however, as they
fumble toward explanation, is the possibility of an overturning transforma-
tion, a psychic/somatic revolution in which the self becomes part of some-
thing larger and boundless. As such, mystical language is totalizing and
universalizing. The implicit argument of mysticism is that difference, dialec-
tic, and time can be merged into something whole, that distinctions are
ultimately collapsible. This is the register of Gyn/Ecology. Daly speaks in
the imperative to insist upon dissolution and transcendence as the essential
feminist project.

Gyn/Ecology is thus a flamboyant and passionate work, in both form and
content. It is a work that asks the reader to take not only a leap of faith but
also to undertake a tortured journey of belief. This was not a journey that many
scholars were prepared to take. The reasons for their reluctance may seem
self-evident; after all, for the past twenty-five years feminist scholarship has
reminded us of the necessity of moving beyond essentialism, that “woman”
is not a stable category, that gender is performative, and so on. We are no
longer captive, so the story goes, to the appeal of Daly’s florid prose and her
universalizing claims. Our feminism—and by “our” I mean the type exem-
plified by feminist scholars who contribute to journals such as Signs and Fem-
inist Review—has transcended the popular theological excesses of someone
such as Daly. Examining the process through which Daly’s excision from ca-
nonical feminist thought became self-evident is the object of this article. The
story of her expulsion is important because it does not just tell us about Daly
but also helps us to define the feminist discourses that have been defined
against her. ForLorde,Morris, Braidotti, and JackHalberstam, amongothers,
Daly’s Gyn/Ecology is a text that merits derision for being outside the borders
of feminist acceptability yet is important enough to warrant scathing rebuke.
This article attempts to read these rebukes, in each instance, to seewhat terrain
the critic is marking, to see what borders are being constructed, to consider
both the nature of the excision and the subsequent suturing.

Daly’s mystical language foretells a productive collapse of categories that
could engender the liberation of women. Shewrites that “consciousness split
against itself suffers from an inability to reach beyond externals,” preaching
that ideally “spinsters spin and weave, mending and creating unity of con-
sciousness” (1978, 386). Her ambition is indeed unity but not a norma-
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tively political unity. Rather, she fantasizes an actual transcendent ontology
in which self and world are no longer differentiated. Each of the critiques of
Daly that we will encounter below refuses her work on the grounds of the
collapse of difference that she espouses. Each very differently points out the
paralyzing and flattening effect that the fantasy of mystical union has upon
the feminist project, broadly conceived. They each point out the reduction
that occurs when time, place, and politics are collapsed, and they each stake
out a category that they seek to recuperate from Daly’s colonization.

Much recent work in feminist scholarship has historicized and problem-
atized the notion of a necessary opposition between feminism and religion.
This conversation has occurred most visibly in relation to Islam and has
deeply challenged assumptions about the nature of agency and the assumed
necessity of secularism to a feminist project. The controversy over the veil, in
France in particular, has served as a lightning rod for these discussions, as has
the activism of Muslim women in Muslim-majority locations. The idea that
Muslimwomenmust be freed from their religious strictures by secularWest-
ern feminism has been shown to contain a deep vein of troubling racializing
assumptions. Theorists have revealed theWestern bias within the concept of
the secular, containing as it does a valorization of modernity and progress
against superstition or faith. The othering effects of secularism have tended
to relegate religion to, at best, the private sphere within modernity and, at
worst, to the barbaric premodern. The deconstruction of secularism as a cat-
egory has revealed it to be less ontological than ideological. This recognition
has concomitantly forced feminist scholarship to analyze the seeming irre-
ducibility between feminism and religion. In terms of the work that has tran-
spired in relation to Islam, led most notably by Saba Mahmood, this analysis
has resulted in the core insight of how naturalized the concept of the liberal
autonomy-seeking subject has been to feminist theory and how agency has
been understood as operational within politics of resistance. Mahmood (2005,
14) says, instead, “that it is crucial to detach the notion of agency from the goals
of progressive politics.”

As SîanHawthorne (2014, 115) has pointed out, “religious difference ap-
pears to signal a certain intractability for the feminist veneration of inter-
sectionality, seeming to exist beyond the borders of feminist obligations to
alterity.” As Mahmood argues, work that has interrogated Islam and femi-
nism has parochialized Western feminism in order to isolate naturalized as-
sumptions about the human subject. In readingDaly as a mystical thinker, as
being defined by a theological sensibility, I want to consider how her inter-
locutors defend feminism against the encroachment of the spiritual. As we
shall see, in spite of her avowals to the contrary, Daly was firmly folded
within the Christian tradition, both in the terms of her biography and her
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discursive framework. I think that resistance to Daly’s work can tell us about
naturalized assumptions about time and self in feminist theory, aiding in the
parochializing work performed by others scholars of feminism and religion.
Gyn/Ecology and the spiritual

Mary Daly has also called to me in intensely personal ways. Leery of
the mass mindset of religions and movements that sweep up bodies,
and shut out individuals, I was cautious and restrained in my reading.
In spite of myself my very Be-ing kept responding to passages in the
book. No masses here, individual selves—Crones, Hags—are the fo-
cus. Daly writes of ways of being Whole, something that my present
self is struggling for.
—Terre Poppe (1979, 20)

Terre Poppe’s 1979 review of Gyn/Ecology suggests the appeal of the text, as
well as flaggingmany of the elements that its scholarly readers would find ap-
palling. This review focuses on the privatized and personal transformation
Daly espouses for her readers. Daly (1978, 11) describes her work as being
“about women living, loving, creating our Selves, hearing the call of thewild,
naming our wisdom, spinning and weaving world tapestries out of genesis
and demise.” She spells out a program of individuated emancipation that
encourages consciousness-raising through metaphorical substitution. The
capitalization of Selves that we see in the above quote reveals the core con-
cern of the book: that women ought to free themselves, as individual be-
ings, urgently, to undertake “the Journey of women becoming” (1978, 1).
According to Daly, once this becoming takes place, women can participate
in the larger feminine energy pervading the world. Daly’s project is nei-
ther one of structural reform or revolutionary dismantling; rather, it is a
cosmic call to arms. In a world of patriarchal “ologies” as Daly (1978, 11) has
it, “It is women’s own Gyn/Ecology that can break the brokenness of
the ‘fields,’ deriding their borders and boundaries, changing the nouns of
knowledge into verbs of know-ing.”

Prior to the publication of Gyn/Ecology in 1978, Daly was already a well-
known feminist intellectual, building her reputation as a cogent and tren-
chant feminist reader of the Christian tradition.Gyn/Ecology, however, con-
stitutes a striking departure from her earlier texts. In her 1968 book, The
Church and the Second Sex, Daly situates herself as both disciple and critical
reader of Simone de Beauvoir. Daly’s two doctorates in theology had en-
abled her to develop an intimate knowledge of the history of the scholastic
theology of theMiddle Ages, as well as in the work ofmodern Thomists such
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as Jacques and Raissa Maritain. Daly deploys this knowledge to produce an
excoriating account of the Catholic Church’s deep tradition of misogyny
and to make a case for sections of the Christian tradition that had liberating
potential for women and the women’s movement. The context for this work
was, she writes in a later text, the excitements of Vatican II where it seemed
that “the greatest breakthrough of nearly two thousand years was happen-
ing” (Daly 1975, 9). Daly, at that stage, maintained a strong investment in
the Church as an institution with radical transformational possibilities.

In Beyond God the Father, first published five years after The Church and
the Second Sex in 1973, Daly continues her hopeful theological project. She
writes of the relationship of the former book to the latter: “The perceptive
reader will notice the same anger and the same hope are the wellsprings of
this book, but that the focus has shifted and the perspective has been greatly
radicalized” (Daly 1985, xxxiii). Beyond God the Father suggests a transfor-
mative feminist theological project whereby women might engage radically,
passionately, and ludically with the patriarchal theological language of the
Christian (but predominantly Catholic) tradition. Daly deploys wordplay,
neologisms, and contrarianism to turn her faith tradition on its head and
to argue for a revitalized and revitalizing feminist great awakening of sorts.
She is no longer concerned with defending the Church; she is defending the
necessity of the theological, of God-talk, for women’s liberation. She sug-
gests that the dominant theme of the women’s movement is to nurture the
“existential courage” (1985, 4) that would enable women to disaggregate
their selfhood from the patriarchy in which it was formed. She declares:
“What is required of women at this point in history is a firm and deep refusal
to limit our perspectives, questioning, and creativity to any of the precon-
ceived patterns of male-dominated culture. When the positive products of
our emerging awareness and creativity express dimensions of the search for
ultimate meaning, they can indeed be called both philosophical and theolog-
ical, but in the sense of pointing beyond the God of patriarchal philosophy
and religion” (1985, 7). Beyond God the Father insists that there is indeed a
Godbeyond the father, aGodwho, once revealed, can be a resource forwom-
en’s spiritual awakening. This position is shared by several other exponents of
Christian feminist theology, such as RosemaryRadfordReuther andElisabeth
Schüssler Fiorenza, who interrogate the origins of Christianity in search
of a prepatriarchal divinity. At this stage, as a movement, feminist theology
sought spiritual emancipation for individual women, taking a determined
and entitled ownership of the Christian tradition in particular as a source
for women’s liberation.

In the period that saw the publications of The Church and the Second Sex
and Beyond God the Father, Mary Daly was reviewed widely, in the emerging
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feminist press as well as in scholarly journals such asReligious Studies and So-
ciology.2 Taken together, these reviews welcome Daly’s scouring attack on
the patriarchal foundations, and assumptions, of organized religion but at the
same time evince caution about the lack of specificity in her claims, with some
suggesting that her emotional intensity had stunted her analyticmoves.Writ-
ing in the Feminist Press’sWomen’s Studies Newsletter, Anne BarstowDriver
(1974, 8) objects that Daly “tantalises us repeatedly with two words, ‘liber-
ation’ and ‘sisterhood,’ words which surely will be basic to any feminist re-
construction of religion. And yet her descriptions of these words are vague:
nowhere does she give us specific ideas; what does she mean by ‘cosmic sis-
terhood’?”Driver’s criticism echoes many others that Daly received over the
1970s, which laud her passionate prose but seek some formof strategy along-
side her gnomic utterances.3 Daly was, seemingly, welcomed into broader
feminist folds as a critic of Christianity but also criticized for lacking a cogent
politics.

With Gyn/Ecology, Daly abandons her recuperation of the positive prod-
ucts of the Christian tradition within which she was formed. Instead she goes
explicitly global, to show the sameness of patriarchal oppression across time
and space. In this publicationDaly places thewitch hunts of earlyModernEu-
rope alongside Chinese practices of foot binding, the Indian suttee, African
genital mutilation, and contemporary North American gynecological prac-
tice. According toDaly, these phenomena are all registers ofmasculine sadism
imposed upon women’s bodies. She is not interested in any specificity sepa-
rating these practices but rather lays one upon another to describe aworld de-
signed primarily for the torture of women. The antidote to this historically
and chronologically flattened vision, Daly then suggests, is goddess worship.
She urges a return to a putative prepatriarchal world, to a primal matriarchy,
through the attachment to the feminine goddesses of classical, Jewish, and
Christian cultures.

Many of Daly’s readers received Gyn/Ecology rapturously, mirroring the
intensity of its writerly form. In Spare Rib, LilianMohin (1979) writes, “this
book gives an enormous and detailed map of the work we need to do, and
it does provide a large measure of the spirit, anger, enthusiasm, and minute
precise analysis we need to accomplish a feminist revolution” (81). Helen
2 See, e.g., Carton (1968), Driver (1974), Long Laws (1975), Bahmueller and Benne-
kamper (1976), and Turner (1986).

3 For example, in a review of Beyond God the Father for Women’s Studies Newsletter, Anne
BarstowDriver (1974, 8) observes that “it is the extent of [Daly’s] anger which causes the basic
problem of the book.” Similarly, in her review of Beyond God the Father in theNew Statesman,
Jenny Turner (1986, 28) laments that Daly tends to “rip through things rather hastily, as if
she’s had enough of the task and can’t wait to get rid of it.”
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McNeil, writing in theNewStatesman (1980, 514), says that “Gyn/Ecology is
an important book for its fierceness as much as for its facts, showing how we
have barely begun to reassess the mythologies which mutilate women phys-
ically and emotionally.”4 These quotes, alongside the Poppe extract cited
above, testify to the affective effects of Daly’s work upon certain readers. It
is striking how many of the responses to the work invoke the language of
emotion, describing their reading as embodied and felt asmuch as interpreted
and processed. The metaphorical and mystical inflections of Gyn/Ecology’s
prose are mirrored in a great many of the rapturous and replete reviews that
the book received.

As Frye and Hoagland (2000, 3) have noted, “much of the philosophical
and political critique of Mary Daly ignores her intellectual grounding in the-
ology,” and this critique reads Daly through disciplinary conventions within
which she was not situated. Consequently, Daly’s work has not tended to be
read within the frames of mystical theology but rather problematized as ab-
errant within philosophy, cultural studies, and feminist theory. The early rap-
turous reception of Gyn/Ecology in the feminist press reveals an audience for
whom Daly’s mystical orientation was expansive, transformative, and pro-
ductive. Readers seem to have reveled in the work because of its theological
sensibility rather than in spite of it. Daly styled Gyn/Ecology as in opposition
to the category of religion, writing that “Patriarchy is itself the prevailing re-
ligion of the entire planet, and its essential message is necrophilia” (1978, 3).
But hers is also a work of religious sensibility, articulating a set of cosmic
stakes and preaching a theology of transformation. She writes: “Unlike the
crucified one, whose hands are nailed to the dead wood on which he dies,
she is LivingPower controlling thewriting ‘nails’ thatwould transfix her.Un-
like the suspended, crucified, self-sacrificing victim, she stands stably on the
earth, Self-assuring and Self-centering” (1978, 388).
Audre Lorde and archetypal racism

The first major criticism that Daly received was not one that challenged her
theological positioning. In fact, Audre Lorde welcomes Daly’s focus on spir-
ituality. But for Lorde, the galvanizing effect of Gyn/Ecology is that of alien-
ation rather than the ecstatic energies enjoyed by other readers. Daly posits a
matriarchy before normal time; she writes at the end of her book “In the be-
ginning was not theWord” (1978, 424). Rather, in the beginning, for Daly,
4 Similarly, in a Signs review, Ross Kraemer (1979, 356) notes that while Gyn/Ecology
would not be welcomed by all, its “provocative, frightening poetic, and compelling” contents
mean that “no one who reads her work will avoid seeing with greater clarity the paths open to
us.”
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was the glory of the goddess. This goddess was universal, but she was also
historically situated within Judeo-Christian time, even if onlymetaphorically.
This was the one of the core problems that elicited Lorde’s publicly circu-
lated letter of 1979 to Daly.5 “To dismiss our Black foremothers may well
be to dismiss where european women learned to love,” Lorde writes. “As an
African-american woman in white patriarchy, I am used to having my ar-
chetypal experience distorted and trivialized, but it is terribly painful to feel
it being done by a woman whose knowledge so much touches my own”
(1983, 67–68).

Lorde’s Open Letter to Mary Daly reveals how grounded Daly’s mystical
project is in Western intellectual and religious culture, and this remains the
most famous critique of Gyn/Ecology. While she supports large parts of the
ambitions of Gyn/Ecology (particularly its insistence upon carving out an al-
ternative spiritual program for women, in which their actualization could be
achieved through encountering archetypal Goddess figures imagined from
prehistory), Lorde points out that despite Daly’s expressed desire to exorcize
theWestern patriarchal tradition, she had not sought cultural resources from
other traditions for this project. When Daly does speak about non-Western
cultures, Lorde notes that she does so in ways that point out their traditions
of misogyny and female-targeted violence but fail to register other aspects.
For example, Daly discusses Africa in the context of practices of female gen-
ital mutilation but does not mention the history of goddess worship on that
continent. More broadly, Lorde observes, to dismiss black history is to ne-
glect human history. She instead argues for Africa as the point of all human
beginnings and asserts an Afrocentrism she holds to be more accurate than
Daly’s Eurocentric position. She writes, “Mary, I ask that you re-member
what is dark and ancient and divine within yourself that aids your speaking”
(1983, 69).

The Lorde letter offers an early and trenchant critique of the ways in which
white feminists tend to universalize their discourse without understanding
their own complicit status within forms of racial privilege. Lorde (1983, 70)
declares in the letter, “The oppression of women knows no ethnic nor racial
boundaries, true, but that does not mean it is identical within those differ-
ences.” She calls upon Daly to expand her radical feminist poetics, to en-
counter the structural, representational, and mythic erasures experienced
by women of color, and insists that a radical project could only be valid if
5 Lorde sent her letter in May 1979. Following an unsatisfactory meeting with Daly to dis-
cuss its contents, she published two versions of the original, in John Gibbs and Sara Bennett’s
Top Ranking (1980) and in Cherríe Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa’s This Bridge Called My Back
(1983). Three years later Lorde again published the letter in her own Sister Outsider (1983).
All the following citations refer to this version.
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it could do so. According to Lorde, Daly’s reduction of the world to good
and bad, real women and the rest, flattens out the differences betweenwomen
that are the result of difference in both class and race. In pointing this out,
Lorde is able to articulate a speaking position that embraces the potential of
the theological while refusing what she sees as the racist dimensions of Daly’s
position. Amber Katherine (2000, 302) writes that “The trick, I think, is to
(re)read Daly’s Gyn/Ecology in a way that reveals both the feminist Outsider
and the Eurocentric insider.” Lorde and Daly were both feminist outsiders,
at least to our contemporary eyes, in that they both sought a spiritually trans-
formative feminism that invoked the goddess as a site of identification and
possibility. Lorde, however, charges Daly with refusing the ethical implica-
tion of that transformative feminism, which was to accommodate difference
rather than inscribe it. What is crucial, for the purposes of this article, is to
note that Lorde’s position is not antiessentialist. Rather, she argues for a true
and encompassing essentialism, for a category of woman adequate to the ra-
cial diversity of the globe.6 Within this encounter, Lorde’s confrontation
withDaly’s mysticism generated excitement at mystical possibility but neces-
sitated a strong caution as to the ease with which real history and structural
difference could be elided in Daly’s spiritual economy. As Lorde (1983, 68)
writes, “Tome this feels like another instance of the knowledge, crone-ology
and work of women of Color being ghettoized by a white woman dealing
only out of a patriarchal western european frame of reference.” In making
this case, Lorde makes one of the founding statements of what we now call
intersectional feminism, insisting that feminism’s claim to universalizing eth-
ical purchase need always be checked against the true capacity of the project
to cede to historical and structural reality.

As Katherine has pointed out, Lorde’s critique of Daly has often been
yoked to later criticisms of Gyn/Ecology as essentialist. That is, Lorde’s crit-
icisms of Daly, which were particular in the way I have just pointed out, have
been read as antiessentialist and so as productive in authorizing later attacks
on Daly. Following arguments made by Echols and Alcoff, Katherine (2000,
268) maps how Lorde has repeatedly been situated as antiessentialist against
Daly in feminist scholarship, inasmuch as Lorde repudiates Daly’s white uni-
versalism. Telling has written of Lorde’s letter that “The eloquence, poi-
gnancy and, arguably, timeliness of that letter means that it is known to al-
most every Western feminist as a crucial marker away from the white-centric,
essentialist, radical feminismof the 1970s” (2012, 34–35).This dominant read-
ing, however, misses the core insight that Lorde desired a mystical feminism
6 As I note above, the chief accusations of essentialism were made by Echols (1983), Alcoff
(1988), and Spelman (1988). On Daly’s stance on essentialism, see Suhonen (2000).
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and was not wary that it be universalizing, as long as it was capaciously so.Her
letter to Daly, however, registers her recognition of the difficulty of working
with Western forms of spiritual emancipation without being bound in West-
ern historical frameworks. To insist upon the antiessentialism of Lorde is to
elide the constitutive spirituality evident in her writings.
Meaghan Morris and cultural studies

The publication of Gyn/Ecology in Australia, and a subsequent visit paid to
Sydney by Daly in 1981, was a catalyzing moment for Australian feminisms
and feminists. Such was the importance of the visit that it came to be de-
scribed by Laleen Jayamanne as the “Mary Daly event” (Morris 1988a, 27).
As Ann Genovese (1996, 149) has argued, Daly’s visit “acted as a metaphor
for revealing (and staging) the rhetoric of declaration of subjectivity.” It en-
abled alliances to coalesce, as well as fissures to emerge. Reminiscing over
her involvement with the feminist journal Refractory Girl, Anne Curthoys
(1993) notes that Daly’s visit brought a number of tensions within the com-
munity to the surface. She writes that “what astonished me at the time was
the large number of Sydney feminists, including some on the Refractory Girl
collective, who liked and identified with Daly’s work, who saw it as uplifting
rather than as extreme radical feminism which bordered on racism” (Curt-
hoys 1993, 33–34). In the responses to Daly’s visit, what seems to have been
at stake were conflicts over Marxist politics, awareness of racial difference
within feminism, the necessity of the postcolonial, and irritation at Daly’s per-
ceived self-importance. To some degree, the extremity of Daly’s position, to
which Curthoys alludes, was what engendered the conflicts around her re-
ception.

A number of these tensions are refracted through Meaghan Morris’s arti-
cle “A-mazing Grace: Notes on Mary Daly’s Poetics,” first published in
1982, in which she insists that “Gyn/Ecology is a politics of subverting indi-
vidual signs and not one of transforming discourse” (1988a, 29). Morris
goes on: “this is a serious problem because I think it is one of the reasons that
we find, at the end of Daly’s voyage through the maze/haze of patriarchy’s
deceptions yet another image of the evil of Other women” (1988a, 29). Here
Morris rejects Daly’s performance of a righteous womanhood to which only
certain women are permitted entrance. Implicit in this critique is Morris’s re-
jection of Daly’s self-styled preaching, in which she suggests that her words
bear an ontological relation to the real.

Morris’s reading of Daly focuses on Daly’s crude romantic aesthetics, in-
asmuch as Daly plays and spins in a world of signs without elaborating an ap-
preciation of the complicated ways in which signs both work and are cur-
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tailed.Morris reads this as a naive romanticism, suggesting that Daly’s speak-
ing position emerges from a confidence in her own capacity for organic ex-
pression of the self. Thismysticism is necessarily individualistic, asDaly insists
that it is only through a personal praxis of exorcism that a woman can find her
self and encounter her being. Morris counters that this semiotic privatiza-
tion, in which a womanmust police her relationship to the symbolic in order
to be recognized as a legitimate woman, occludes the possibility of speaking
specifically about theways inwhich discourse structures experience andman-
ifests the interests of privilege. Morris (1988a, 41) wrote that “romanticism
implies a doctrine of Self-expression—in which the qualities of the ‘self ’ in a
sense can be held to determine qualities of language.”Without an adequate
concept of discourse, Morris suggests, Daly has produced an authorized self
that is a romantic fantasy. This is a self where intention and desire are matched
to language to produce a coherent self.

Morris suggests that Daly’s romantic selfhood limits her capacity for en-
gagement with her feminist audience. She describes howDaly reprises argu-
ments from Gyn/Ecology in what seem to be a performance of authority in
which she assumes devotion from the audience. Morris (1988a, 39) reads
this sacramentally, arguing that Daly is aiming at “an act of repetition of
shared statements which—like the Communion Service—ritually reunites
both speaker and hearers in an affirmation of their common identity.” Un-
like the Mass, however, at the “Mary Daly event” the congregation went
off script.Morris (1988a, 39) writes that “thewe-ness of the address was rup-
tured, however, by a woman who called out, ‘Mary you’re not speaking to
me.’” Daly replied that the interjecting woman had a choice—she could
leave or stay, but Daly did notmodify hermode of expression or her content.
Daly’s refusal to shift her speaking position to accommodate the audience’s
difference, to engagewith the audience’s demands for engagement, was con-
sistent, according to Morris (1988a, 39), “with the idea at work in Gyn/Ecol-
ogy that discourse is a way of distinguishing those who are For you from the
who are Against. Those who are For you can share your speech, those who
are Against cannot.”

Against Daly, Morris is able to articulate a different notion of discourse
from that which she applies toGyn/Ecology. In that work, Morris argues that
the structuring semiosis is one designed to separate the “we” from the “you.”
Daly’s language is obscure, poetic, sacramental, and allusive, a discursive
frame that produces “a drama of discourse as Anti-communication: a cele-
bration of the State of Complete closure constituted by the Gyn/Ecological
speaking position” (1988a, 40). In dialectic with Daly, Morris proposes a
theory of discourse that aims to unmask the power relations inherent to a
speaking position. Tellingly, one of the epigraphs with which she begins
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her article comes from Laleen Jayamanne, whomMorris quotes as saying to
Daly at that event: “I speak as a member of the third world women’s group
and also as a formerCatholic. Your talk is at best bad poetry and at worst anti-
feminist. I say bad poetry not because I have a notion of good poetry based
on certain aesthetic criteria but because your language is derived from west-
ern philosophy and from the following discourses in particular: Catholicism,
19th century Romanticism, Existentialism—all of which are incompatible
with feminism” (1988a, 27). In this statement Jayamanne refuses Daly’s
claim to access unmediated truth through the experience of exorcism, insist-
ing upon recognition of the historicities and discourses that inhere in Daly’s
thought. “Discourse” as Morris presents it here against Daly, as a concept in
cultural studies, is a word that tells us that our semiosis in the world is con-
strained by the multiple economic, political, gender, racial, social, and cul-
tural histories that live in our bodies and in our signs. This was a criticism re-
prised by Rosi Braidotti in Patterns of Dissonance (1991, 207), where she
writes that “As M. Morris argues, Daly operates her re-naming at the level of
lexicon, of the vocabulary, leaving unchanged the syntax of representation.”

Jayamanne’s comment, as reported by Morris, that Daly’s work is in-
formed by discourses “incompatible with feminism” reveals one of the mo-
ments of Daly’s excommunication from feminism. The discourses that are
named—Western philosophy, romanticism, Catholicism, and existentialism—

are lumped together as reactionary and inimical forces, as discourses that
refuse to engage with their own social and historical lives, as imagining
they bear absolute truth. In the introduction to The Pirate’s Fiancee, Morris
(1988b, 6) writes that her essay on Daly (among others) “dealt with dis-
courses tending to deny all critics . . . a place fromwhich to speak.”Her read-
ing of Daly’s semiosis is that it is coercive, that her mysticism refuses ideol-
ogy and as such there can be no outside. In this instance, what is being
revealed is Morris’s core insistence that for a discourse to be compatible with
feminism it must be capable of taking its own ideological temperature, of en-
gaging inside and outside of the discourse. It must, in short, be critical and
ironizing. This version of feminism, I want to hazard, cannot encounter re-
ligion on its terms because it can only read at the level of ideology. Mystical
claims, however, always assert the reality of that which lies beyond and insist
upon a location beyond discourse.
Jack Halberstam, the cyborg, and Eve

The mystical self is real. One of the a priori assumptions of mystical theology
is that in the beginning there was a bounded self. The mystical project is the
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dissolution of that self, either the merging of the self with divinity or the ne-
gation of that self through the embrace of the abyss. If we are without self,
then there is nothing to dissolve and no fantasy of sacred union. We have
seen how Daly’s totalizing theology antagonized Lorde in the way that it
posits a primal self who turns out, in fact, to be a white woman.We have seen
how the “Mary Daly event” in Sydney divided feminists and produced an ar-
ticulation of what discourses are and are not “compatible with feminism.” In
the third case study of this article, I want to discuss an article within which
Jack Halberstam pits Daly’s essential self against Donna Haraway’s cyborg,
resulting in a powerful exploration of the potential a-theologies of thinking
through machines. Haraway’s epochal “CyborgManifesto,” originally pub-
lished in 1985, famously takes aim at the fetish for the organic she locates in
much feminist thought and the concomitant privileging of the category of
woman as innately superior and more wholesome. Haraway (1991, 177)
writes that “every story that begins with original innocence and privileges
the return to wholeness imagines the drama of life to be individuation, sep-
aration, the birth of the self, the tragedy of autonomy, the fall into writing,
alienation; that is war, tempered by imaginary respite into the arms of the
Other.” The “Cyborg Manifesto” takes myth seriously but insists that the
goddess is dead, along with God. So too, then, is the self authorized by di-
vinity, the self capable ofmystical return. Instead,Haraway attempts to build
a myth without metaphysics, perversely grounded in a philosophy of flux.

Haraway never names Daly as a target in her manifesto. Jack Halberstam,
however, casts the two thinkers in dialectical opposition. In “Automat-
ing Gender: Postmodern Feminism in the Age of the Intelligent Machine”
(1991, 440), Halberstam thinks with Haraway to conceive gender anew
through the cyborg, which can “provide new ground upon which to argue
that gender and its representations are technological productions.”He does
this against Daly, who argues in Gyn/Ecology that technology and militarism
seek to replace real womanhood with empty biological approximations of
womanhood. Daly cites transsexualism, psychiatry, reproductive technolo-
gies, and imagined cloning technology as examples of patriarchal interven-
tions that seek to reduce women into their bodily form. Halberstam
(1991, 450–51) has this to say about Daly’s arguments: “Daly’s cultural cri-
tique hinges upon an investment in binaries such as natural and artificial, in-
tuitive and rational, female and male, and body and mind. Daly reinvests in
the fear of autonomous machines and equates artificiality with the loss of
an essential self.” For Halberstam, the notion of an essential self is that which
must be jettisoned, as it invariably invites ontologies of identity that are con-
trary to his explicitly postmodern project. In the age of simulation, he asks,
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might technology not proffer a new imaginary that refuses the binaries upon
which Daly’s work is predicated?

Halberstam’s guiding metaphor is the Apple computer symbol, “a clever
icon for the digitalization of the creation myth” (1991, 440). For Halber-
stam, the bite of the apple that dragged us all into the postlapsarian has since
been transformed into the byte of information within which we can all partic-
ipate. He writes, “in as much as the postmodern project radically questions
the notion of origination and the nostalgia attendant upon it, a postmodern
reading of the apple finds that the subject has always sinned, has never not
bitten the apple” (1991, 440). We are always, thus, postlapsarian. Halber-
stam’s reading of the apple refuses the Judeo-Christian fantasy of the perfec-
tion of the Garden, the leaving of which is the source of all alienation in the
world and the return to which is the generator of human aspiration. Daly’s
desire that women can achieve “Be-ing,” to achieve purity of selfhood, smacks
of this fantasy of perfectability (Frye andHoagland 2000, 5).Daly’s feminine
“Be-ing” can only occur with the stripping away of patriarchal culture, and
thus her vision conflates woman once again with a concept of the natural.
Halberstam (1991, 450) shows how this understanding of natural woman-
hood correlates, for Daly, with the “demonization of science and technology.”

Daly’s critique of technology, Halberstam (1991, 451) writes, “is to ig-
nore the technologyof gender and to replicate a patriarchal genderingof tech-
nology.”Halberstam’s argument is that gender is always produced through
technology; masculinity and femininity are mechanical and artificial. Think-
ingwith technology, according toHalberstam, does not lead to a Stepfordian
automated femininity, as Daly feared. Instead, Halberstam (1991, 456) in-
sists that the “apparently female cyborg releases the female body from its
bondage to nature and merges body and machine to produce a terrifying and
uncanny prospect of female intelligence.” Where Daly conflates woman and
nature, Halberstam wants the female cyborg to refuse all metaphysical confla-
tions between being and identity, instead depending on random cultural for-
mations to create multiple gender possibilities.

Halberstam’s celebratory reading of Haraway is constructed againstDaly.
Halberstam (1991, 449) writes, “So, if the goddess is the ideal congruence
between anatomy and femininity, the cyborg posits femininity as automa-
tion, as a coded masquerade.” By deploying Daly in this way, Halberstam
defines a set of oppositions that are clear. The figure of the goddess denotes
essentialism, naïveté, and faith. The cyborg denotes irony, knowingness, and
play.Halberstam’s Daly, replete with goddesses, has indeed become exhibit A
for essentialism in this account. This is in spite of the fact that Haraway herself
(1991, 174) names Susan Griffin, Adrienne Rich, and Audre Lorde as radical
feminists who “insist on the organic, opposing it to the technological.”Hal-
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berstam (1991, 450) does not, however, take aim at those women. Instead, in
explaining his use of Daly, he says ofGyn/Ecology that it is “perhaps the most
important work in the cultural feminist tradition.” The distinction between
Haraway’s designation of “radical feminism” and Halberstam’s deployment
of “cultural feminism” denotes an epochal shift of its own. Although Hal-
berstam does not footnote his sources for the term, we can only assume that
it must be influenced by Alcoff ’s influential 1988 article “Cultural Feminism
versus Post-structuralism: The Identity Crisis in Feminist Theory,”which fol-
lows Echols to define cultural feminism and render it as dialectically other to
poststructuralism. In that article, Daly is certainly the poster woman for the
retrograde feminism of cultural feminism. Halberstam’s Daly is certainly de-
ployed in the same way. For Halberstam, Daly stands for an erroneous femi-
nist past, a feeble goddess in the path of a capaciously and playfully devouring
cyborg.

Given, then, that Halberstam’s refusal of Daly is so complete, and so tar-
geted, we must ask: What particular feminist borders are being constructed
in this article? What is the line in the sand being drawn by Halberstam as to
what constitutes feminist validity and what does not? For Halberstam, I think
that Daly’s most egregious sin is her conviction that one’s natural body is the
source of one’s authority, that naturalness itself generates power and licenses
language. One of the core conceits of Daly’s work, as we have seen, is in the
innate mystical capacity of women to access the spiritual realm, to transcend.
InDaly’s project the natural body is the only location fromwhich liberation is
possible. This is what I mean when I say that the natural body is authorizing
for Daly; it is the only place from which a person can bear authority or be an
author. And it is only upon the assumption of that authority that the subject
can proceed toward emancipation. For Morris, the Daly problem is one of
metaphor and totalization. In Halberstam’s homage to Haraway, the Daly
problem is one of nature and totalization. Reading Halberstam on Daly en-
ables us to watch new lines being drawn in the history of feminist thought,
lines that dissolve the concept of the body as the house for the self.
The postsecular?

I have suggested above that Mary Daly’s publications, and her persona, per-
formed dialectical work for feminist intellectuals after the second wave. That
is, the scholars we have encountered above negotiated their positions in re-
lation to her. For Lorde, Daly’s mysticism is permissive and enabling. It is
also exclusively white, however, and thus reifies the structures of authority
that Daly ostensibly works to undo. Morris uses Daly’s naive semiosis, as she
sees it, to argue that it is only by thinking through discourse that a transfor-
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mative politics can occur. She rejects Daly’s wordplay, insisting instead upon
the necessity of understanding the implicit horizons of possibility that struc-
ture discourses and produce “reality.” For Halberstam, Daly’s notion of the
organic woman reinscribes the most problematic of all binaries in the history
of thought, that of the distinction between male and female. Against Daly,
he argues for the cyborg as that which makes possible the evasion of identity
and the production of fluid novelty.

In the twenty-first century, scholars have increasingly become sensitive
to the need to reconstruct the forgotten theologies at the heart of Western
discourse. For example, theorists such as Giorgio Agamben and Chantal
Mouffe have deployed Carl Schmitt to unravel the theologies inhering within
Western claims to sovereignty, even when the sovereign claims legitimacy
from the law rather than from God. Intellectual historians have attempted to
make sense of the ontological claims that produce human rights language
and to contextualize ideas of the dignity of the human person within the
traditions of Christian theology from which they sprung. Political analysts
have attempted to explore the rise of fundamentalist religious practice within
Western democracies, to make sense of the theocratic claims made by the
Christian Right, for example, within the United States. All of this is to say
that one of the most significant, and urgent, intellectual moves of the past
fifteen years or so has been the realization that when we ignore the theolog-
ical we often miss the subtle and powerful ways through which political ac-
tors authorize themselves, and states manifest sovereignty. This is the condi-
tion of the postsecular, the acknowledgment that faith, spirituality, and the
theological cannot be consigned away as private but are core aspects of life
that drive action in the world.

As Braidotti (2008, 2) has recently pointed out, the concept of the post-
secular forces European feminism (and surely Anglophone and Australasian
as well) to make “manifest the notion that agency, or political subjectivity,
can actually be conveyed through, and supported by, religious piety, and may
even involved significant amounts of spirituality.” That is, this awareness ne-
cessitates a however grudging acceptance that religious feeling is productive,
agentic, and constitutive of the subject’s attachments. Feminist intellectual
history should work, in this spirit, to encounter its own theological founda-
tions and repudiations. In the case of Daly, I want to nuance this category of
the theological, to make a plea that we think through feminism’s mystical
history. To fail to do so is to occlude the self-styled spiritual energies that
inspired countless feminist activists during the second wave. Following my
reading of Daly’s critical reception by scholars, I want to suggest that the
mystical was constitutive to feminist makings of the subject in three ways.
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First, it was the recognition of a shared theological foundation that inspired
Lorde’s inspired critique of Daly. Lorde sought an encompassing feminist
spiritual imaginary, and her rebuke of Daly was grounded in an argument
for its expansion, not its repudiation. Second, the mystical was dialectically
productive. Daly’s assured ontological essentialisms, which reified the cate-
gory of woman so bombastically, provided a crucial point of departure against
which a more fluid notion of the subject could be produced. Finally, the mys-
tical remained as a utopian latency that the activist feminist project could not
jettison entirely. Halberstam’s antiessential cyborg retains, clearly, an aspira-
tional imaginary of liberation and possibility and play, which is intimately im-
bricated in a reading (and refutation) of Daly.

As I noted in the introduction to this article, throughout the 1980s, in
particular, Daly was exhibit A for essentialism. Many more scholars than
those cited above deployed her as the model of white racist essentialism,
as the bad guy from which poststructural and postmodern variations of fem-
inist theory could save us. AndDaly served that purpose well. The passions of
her fans, as well as her messianic prose, enabled her work to be easily carica-
tured as such by her critical readers. The uses of Mary Daly that I have out-
lined above, however, should not be held to tell the whole story. For they
efface the spiritual aspects of feminism’s intellectual history and neglect the
impact that myriad forms of feminist faith have had upon the movement.
Mary Daly’s continued correction was scouring and ubiquitous. Clearly,
her person and her work really mattered, otherwise why bother? That is no
glib question, and it is the one I have tried to answer in this article.My answer
is that Daly was the goddess upon which feminist theory could work out its
demons. At the end of her manifesto, Haraway (1991, 181) declares that
“though both are bound in a spiral dance, I would rather be a cyborg than
a goddess.” Analytically and historically, I want to argue, you cannot have
the former without the latter.

Department of Modern History, Politics, and International Relations
Macquarie University
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